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Executive Summary 
The performance of ground-based gravitational waves detector is limited by seismic and 

environmental noises, such that wave frequencies below ~1Hz are beyond our present and 
foreseeable technical capabilities. Detecting gravitational waves in the mHz to Hz range would 
however give access to some of the most violent events in the Universe, such as the coalescence of 
super-massive black holes, the metric of space-time in strong gravitational field and potentially the 
relics of the Big Bang. In this frequency range, the required environmental ‘quietness’ can only be 
found in space. This idea led to the LISA (Laser Interferometer Space Antenna) mission, presently 
in Phase A and planned for a launch in 2034. The detection of gravitational waves from space 
requires to master many technological challenges, among which the ability to achieve a free fall at 
sub-femto g level and pm-stable interferometry during thousands of seconds. The LISA Pathfinder 
(LPF) satellite, launched in December 2015 and operational until July 2017, was specifically 
designed to address these points.  

While the design of LISA Pathfinder began about 20 years ago, the French community and the 
APC, supported by the CNES and the IN2P3, joined its development in 2005. Joining late and 
being new in this field, the ‘hardware’ contribution to the mission was limited and consisted of 
repeating (with a dedicated optical bench) and validating the performance of the Laser Modulator 
Unit (LMU). This contribution was however crucial to be included in the core team of LISA 
Pathfinder and acquire a good understanding of the instrument, which proved to be essential when 
analysing the data. The main contribution of the French community to LISA Pathfinder took place 
during the in-flight operations. In addition to the LMU monitoring, the APC team conducted 
different specific studies on, e.g., thrusters characterisations, glitches identification and cleaning, 
data gap modelling and processing, DFACS (Drag-Free attitude control system) characterisation, 
actuation and sensing cross-talks, thermal effects at very low frequencies, etc. 

Globally, the main outcome of the LISA Pathfinder mission was the excellent ‘inertiality’ of the 
instrument, with an acceleration noise residue more than 10 times lower than expected and 
compatible with the LISA requirements over the whole frequency range. 

The following points summarise the lesson learned by the APC/IN2P3 team while working on 
the LPF mission: 

• Participating to a space project like LISA is a long-term effort, requiring a continuous and 
active support from all partners and stakeholders. 
• Contributing to the instrument ‘hardware’ development and tests is essential to be part of the 

Core team and have the required in-depth technical knowledge.  
• LISA and LPF instruments entangle the performance of many sub-systems and a global 

understanding of the whole system is necessary to properly analyse the data. 
• Ground based infrastructures, such as the FACe (François Arago Center), are extremely useful 

to gather the competences in a single place when needed and provide the modern and agile 
collaborative tools required to interact with space agencies and other collaborators. 

With a foreseen contribution centred on the DDPC (Distributed Data Processing Center), 
Instrument AIVT (Assembly, Integration, Test and Validation) and System Performance, France is 
now playing a major role in the development of LISA. The current LISA-France team gather many 
laboratories from different institutes, where the IN2P3 (through APC) has a leading role under the 
global management and support of the CNES. This strong contribution and team was built upon the 
participation, for now 15 years, to the development and in-flight exploitation of LISA Pathfinder 
and on-going R&D programs for LISA. Now that LISA has entered its final development and 
implementation phase, this effort must obviously be pursued and the key role of IN2P3 will only be 
maintained with a strong involvement and support of the institute.  

It is important to note that, although the support of the CNES in terms of financial support, 
including allowing the hiring of a significant number of CDDs, has been and still is essential,  it is 
only the CNRS and the University that are able to stabilise research and engineering positions, 
critically important for the management and exploitation of a long term project such as LISA.  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LISA Pathfinder Objectives and Context 
Predicted by Einstein in 1916, the gravitational waves are elastic deformations of space-time, 

traveling at the speed of light and consequences of the General Relativity. Coupling weakly with 
matter, they carry information from the strongest fluctuating gravitational fields at cosmological 
distances. For decades, the existence of gravitational waves and the possibility of detecting them 
have been questioned among the scientific community. Resonant bars have been developed in the 
early 1960’s and soon afterwards, Michelson interferometry have been identified as the most 
promising tool for measuring the tiny fluctuations induced by gravitational waves. However, from 
the early concept of R. Weiss et al. in 1972 to the first detection on ground by the LIGO detectors in 
2015, more than 40 years were necessary to improve the detectors and reach the required 
sensitivity. 

On ground, the physical size of Michelson interferometers is limited to a few kilometres, and 
seismic and tectonic gravitational perturbations forbid the access to wave frequencies below about 
one hertz. Above 1 Hz, the observed astrophysical phenomena consist of coalescing compact 
objects of a few solar masses (neutron stars, stellar black holes) and potentially asymmetric 
supernovae. To overcome this low-frequency limitation and be able to record, e.g., the gravitational 
wave signals emitted by coalescing super-massive (typ. 106 solar masses) black holes, space-based 
laser interferometry have been proposed as early as the mid-1970’s.  

Detecting gravitational waves by interferometry requires, at both ends of each interferometric 
arm, test masses (i.e. mirrors) that are ‘inertial’ along the laser beam (i.e. protected from any other 
force than gravitation). On ground, this inertial direction is provided by sophisticated pendulums. In 
space, free floating objects provide excellent inertial references, provided that they can be shielded 
from external disturbances such as the solar wind or electromagnetic perturbations. The capability 
of a satellite to protect and follow an inertial reference is known as ‘drag-free flying’. 

LISA Pathfinder (LPF) was specifically designed to demonstrate the possibility of drag-free 
flying. The goal of LPF was to achieve a residual acceleration noise of about 3×10-14 m.s-2, i.e 10 
times higher than required for LISA and to test four key LISA technologies: 

• inertial sensor, 
• drag-free and attitude control system (DFACS), 
• interferometric measurement between 2 free-falling test-masses, 
• micro-thrusters. 

The residual acceleration noise level achieved by LPF was actually better than what is required 
for LISA. Drag-free satellites are useful in many different fields beyond detecting gravitational 
waves: tests of General relativity (equivalence principle, Lense-Thirring effect), geodesy, 
aeronomy. Depending on the desired residual noise level and frequency range of drag-free 
operations, the detailed implementation of drag-free flying differs from one mission to another. 

At the time of LISA Pathfinder launch (2015), the ‘quietest’ drag free missions with similar 
operational concept had been: 

• TRIAD: the first experimental satellite used for demonstrating drag-free orbit control. It was 
launched in 1972 and already achieved about 5×10-11 m.s-2 RMS over an integration time of 3 
days (4 µHz). 
• Gravity Probe B: In operation at 640 km altitude between 2004 and 2010, GP-B was using a 

rotating, drag free, test mass as an ultra-stable gyroscope to measure the Lense-Thirring effect. 
GP-B achieved a residual acceleration noise of about 10-9 m.s-2/√Hz between 0.1 mHz and 0.1 
Hz. 
In the same timeframe as LISA Pathfinder, the CNES-led MICROSCOPE mission was launched 

on a Low Earth Orbit (710 km) 4 months after LPF, in April 2016 (and its mission ended in October 
2018). MICROSCOPE used two differential accelerometers to measure the weak equivalence 
principle. Although using a different operational mode as the one implemented in LISA Pathfinder 
(MICROSCOPE was measuring the feedback force required to maintain the different test masses on 
the same orbit), it achieved a (differential) residual acceleration noise of a few 10-11 m.s-2/√Hz 
between 1 mHz and 0.1 Hz. 

On the long term, the scientific objectives of this scout mission are the ones of LISA itself, i.e. 
the capability of measuring gravitational waves in the 0.1 mHz to 1 Hz frequency range. 

The scientific case of the LISA mission is extremely broad. Together with advanced ground-
based detectors, LISA will allow the detection of numerous sources, start Gravitational Waves 
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astrophysics over a large frequency range and constraint Fundamental Physics theories with high 
statistics. 

 
Figure 1 - Expected sensitivity curve of the LISA Mission. 

Figure 1 shows the sensitivity curve of LISA, together with the main expected sources: 
• The coalescence of massive black holes binaries (MBHB) : These events occur, e.g., when 

Galaxies merge and their central super-massive black holes collide. The observations of these 
events trace the formation of large structure throughout the Universe history.   
• The Extreme Mass Ratio Inspirals (EMRI) : When orbiting a super massive companion, a 

‘light’ black hole will experience the effects of strong field General Relativity and serve as a ‘test 
particule’. The emitted gravitational waves map the space-time deformations and can be 
compared with the predictions of Einsteins’s theory. 
• Galactic binaries : At the end of their life, many stars transform into white dwarfs or neutron 

stars. Binary systems of such compact objects will emit gravitational waves whose frequency can 
be within the LISA detection band. In our own Galaxy, millions of Galactic binaries form a 
gravitational wave ‘noise’ background which might limit the LISA sensitivity around 1 mHz. The 
closest and loudest of them will be detected individually by LISA (a few thousands in the present 
estimations) as quasi-monochromatic sources. Moreover, about 10 of the binary pulsars already 
identified in radio-astronomy should be detectable by LISA and serve as ‘Verification Binaries’ 
• LIGO/VIRGO-type binaries : Massive stellar black holes binaries (such as GW150914) might 

be detectable in the LISA band up to a few years prior to coalescing in the LIGO/VIRGO 
frequency range. The source localisation and time of coalescence deduced from the LISA data 
will be used to prepare multi-messengers joint observation of the coalescence. 

Finally, one can mention that the technology developed for LISA Pathfinder, and more generally 
for the LISA mission, is also relevant in other physics research fields. For LISA and LISA 
Pathfinder, the APC developed expertise in low-noise interferometric metrology in the mHz to Hz 
frequency range. On ground, in this frequency range, high precision metrology is usually dominated 
by environmental noises (which is actually the main reason to develop space-borne instruments). 
Testing and qualifying the LISA and LISA Pathfinder instruments is therefore a technical challenge 
and requires specific techniques. The same challenge, in an equivalent frequency range, actually 
appears in planetary seismometry, where extremely precise metrology is required to monitor the 
movement of a proof mass. The performance of present planetary seismometer (such as the SEIS 
instrument embarked on the InSight mission and currently running on Mars) has reached the noise 
limit allowed by capacitive sensing. With the support of the LabEx UnivEarthS, a collaboration has 
been set up between APC and the IPGP (Institut de Physique du Globe de Paris, PI of the SEIS 
instrument) with the objective of applying interferometric techniques to the next generation of 
planetary seismometers.  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Mission description 
An overview of the LISA Pathfinder mission can be found in Armano, M. et al. The LISA 

Pathfinder Mission. J. Phys.: Conf. Ser. 610, 012005 (2015). 

Figure 2 below gives an exploded view of the LISA Pathfinder satellite (left), as well as a view 
of the instrument core (right), constituted of the GRS (Gravitational Reference Systems), hosting 
the proof masses and the Zerodur optical bench (OB), measuring the distance between the TM (test 
masses) and between the bench and one of the TM. 

The two TMs are separated by 37.6 cm and the GRS+OB assembly is mounted in the center of 
the satellite’s platform. This position ensures a proper gravitational balance at the location of the 
test masses. µNewton thrusters are used to keep the spacecraft ‘floating’ around one of the TM, the 
other TM being ‘loosely’ actuated to keep the distance between the TM constant. The residual 
acceleration noise analysis is therefore a combination of the actual interferometric measurements 
between the TM and the calibrated forces applied on the constrained test mass. 

We focus hereafter on four important aspects of the LISA Pathfinder mission, also relevant for 
LISA and the French contribution to both missions: 

• The new technologies tested by LPF 
• The measurement and characterisation principle 
• The expected noise sources 
• The data processing and analysis pipelines	

Main technologies involved in LPF 
LPF technology brought two critical novelties compared to the past state of the art in space 

metrology: 
▪ The use of sub-picometer optical metrology for test-mass displacement tracking: Mach-
Zehnder heterodyne interferometer system developed by AEI Hannover and the University of 
Glasgow (UK). A premiere for metrology and geodesy in space. It allows for self-calibrated, 
electrostatic-free sensing along axis of best sensitivity (capacitive sensing still used for several 
degrees of freedom, i.e. along Y- and Z-axes), as well as for nano-radian precision Differential 
Wavefront Sensing (DWS) of the angular displacement of the test masses (which are essentially 
maintained centred and aligned in their housings). 

 References:  
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Figure 2 - Exploded view (left) and LPF instrument core (right).

https://doi.org/10.1088/1742-6596/610/1/012005
https://doi.org/10.1088/1742-6596/610/1/012005


1. Heinzel, G. et al. Interferometry for the LISA technology package (LTP) aboard 
SMART-2. Class. Quantum Grav. 20, S153–S161 (2003). 
2. Audley, H. et al. The LISA Pathfinder interferometry—hardware and system testing. 
Class. Quantum Grav. 28, 094003 (2011). 

▪ The introduction of contact-less electrostatic charge management of the test masses, to 
mitigate charge induced force noise such as: 

‣ Coupling between residual DC charge of the TMs and oscillating environmental 
stray potential inside the TM housings. 
‣ Conversely, charge fluctuations coupling with DC stray voltages applied to the TMs. 

Such technology involving UV photo-extraction of charges in the GRS (TM and/or Housing 
surface), and hence contact-less control of net charge flow in and outward the TM, was first 
experimented in flight with GP-B experiment. It was considered as a major technology 
improvement as previous technology using wired charge control was suspected responsible for 
very significant a loss of sensitivity (several orders of magnitude!), the residual mechanical 
contact introducing stiffness and damping between the platform (the S/C) dynamics and the 
reference of inertia (the TM). 

 References:  
1. LISA Pathfinder Collaboration et al. Precision charge control for isolated free-falling 
test masses: LISA pathfinder results. Phys. Rev. D 98, 062001 (2018). 
2. LISA Pathfinder Collaboration et al. Charge-Induced Force Noise on Free-Falling 
Test Masses: Results from LISA Pathfinder. Phys. Rev. Lett. 118, 171101 (2017). 

Measurement and characterisation principle 

The principle of the experiment is the materialisation and two references of inertia in space (the 
Test Masses - TMs) and the demonstration of their quietness performance regarding LISA 
objectives (3.10-15 m.s-2/√Hz at 1 mHz). The specific requirements of LPF were on purpose relaxed 
down to 3.10-14 m.s-2/√Hz at 1 mHz, hence set 10 times larger than LISA. 

In order to achieve this level of « inertiality » in space, two 1.96 kg Au-Pt test masses were 
embedded in the S/C within two high vacuum housings, part of the metrology subsystem called the 
Gravitational Reference Sensors (GRS), aimed at protecting the test mass from environmental 
(solar and other radiation pressure) or S/C originated stray forces (thruster noise, thermal, magnetic 
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Figure 3 - Simplified sketch of LISA Pathfinder apparatus. The system of coordinates used to describe the 
displacement of test masses (purple sets of axes) and of the spacecraft (green sets of axes) is made explicit

https://doi.org/10.1088/0264-9381/20/10/318
https://doi.org/10.1088/0264-9381/20/10/318
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https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.118.171101
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.118.171101
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.118.171101


couplings…) and at electrostatic tracking and control of the TM displacement [1], ensuring their 
position to be at working point (centred and aligned) to mitigate stray force (field gradient) or 
unwanted cross-coupling depending linearly on off-centering and misalignments of the masses 
inside their housings (see figure 3). This position control of the TM was as much as possible 
performed via S/C micro-propulsion whenever possible (common mode control) in order to reduce 
commanded actuation on TMs, possibly introducing additional noise. However, some differential 
displacement between TMs (and notably due to self-gravity from S/C!) had to be compensated by 
direct capacitive actuation on the TMs, as it was the case for differential displacement between TMs 
along the sensitive axis X, or for angular control of the TMs. High precision sensing of TM position 
(Optical Metrology System - OMS) was performed via heterodyne interferometry of a laser beam 
entering GRS and hitting the TM used here as a reflector, hence probing TM linear displacement 
along X, as well as two displacement angles (in the plane normal to the beam, i.e. normal to X-axis) 
via DWS and the use of quadrants photo-detectors. The global strategy of S/C and TM position and 
attitude control is called Drag-Free and Attitude Control System and is discussed in detail in [2]. 

The three main experimental objectives were to: 
1. Measure the residual (of uncertain physical origin) acceleration noise exerted on the Test 
Masses (TMs, seen as materialized references of inertia). 
2. Assess the performance achieved in space by the optical measurement system (interferometry) 
measuring sub-picometer displacement of the targets (TMs) on board. 
3. Characterize the sub-systems performance and quantify their impact and contribution to the 
TM acceleration noise. 

The key observable that we endeavoured to measure in most of the experiments performed was 
the so-called  quantity, which stands for the differential out-of-loop acceleration experienced 
between the two test masses along the X-axis, a quantity directly related to the instantaneous quality 
of free-fall of the test masses along this axis (this quantity, divided by a factor , can be 
understood as the (mean) acceleration noise felt by the test masses). More detail about  
measurement equation can be found in [3].  

The spectral analysis of such observable distinguishes two frequency bands where two mission 
deliverables are to be found: the residual acceleration noise dominates at low frequency typically 
below 50 mHz, while OMS sensing noise dominates above 100 mHz, hence offering direct access 
to those two key deliverables. Recurrent analysis of  over the mission lifetime were performed in 
order to study its time-evolution over the course of the operations, observing for example 
significant improvement of the noise performance between 1 and 50 mHz correlated with the slow 
decrease and stabilisation of the pressure of the GRS vacuum chambers (vented out to space), hence 
demonstrating its brownian nature, or correlation of DC (out-of-band)  time-evolution with cold-
gas tanks depletion (self-gravity modulation). 

A wide effort of the collaboration was also set on the global understanding of the LISA 
Technology Package at work in flight, and the characterisation of performance of all the subsystems 
involved. The aimed objective was to gather all information possible for extrapolation to the 
forthcoming case of full space-based astronomy technology. A large set of experiments were 
designed, scheduled, performed and analysed in operations, consisting essentially in injecting 
sinusoidal excitations to subsystems or through predicted noise contributions channel and observe 
the response onto , in a classical system identification strategy. For instance, typical closed-loop 
experiments consisted in biasing the closed-loop dynamics with sinusoidal guidance signals in 
order to force and control TMs off-centering/misalignment and measure the impact on  (hence 
measuring stiffness, gains, cross-couplings…, see [4]). Similarly, heat, magnetic, charge and other 
environmental commanded sources (and monitored with dedicated on-board sensors) were used to 
modulate and amplify the impact of identified noise contribution to , and thus allowed to model 
and extrapolate their contribution to the measured nominal , and to future design of space-based 
observatories (see, for instance, references [5,6,7]). 

References: 
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1. LISA Pathfinder Collaboration et al. Capacitive sensing of test mass motion with nanometer 
precision over millimeter-wide sensing gaps for space-borne gravitational reference sensors. 
Phys. Rev. D 96, 062004 (2017).  
2. LISA Pathfinder Collaboration et al. LISA Pathfinder platform stability and drag-free 
performance. Phys. Rev. D 99, 082001 (2019). 
3. Armano, M. et al. Sub-Femto-$g$ Free Fall for Space-Based Gravitational Wave 
Observatories: LISA Pathfinder Results. Phys. Rev. Lett. 116, 231101 (2016). 
4. Armano, M. et al. Calibrating the system dynamics of LISA Pathfinder. Phys. Rev. D 97, 
122002 (2018). 
5. Armano, M. et al. Temperature stability in the sub-milliHertz band with LISA Pathfinder. 
Mon Not R Astron Soc 486, 3368–3379 (2019). 
6. Armano, M. et al. Disentangling the magnetic force noise contribution in LISA Pathfinder. J. 
Phys.: Conf. Ser. 610, 012024 (2015). 
7. LISA Pathfinder Collaboration et al. Charge-Induced Force Noise on Free-Falling Test 
Masses: Results from LISA Pathfinder. Phys. Rev. Lett. 118, 171101 (2017). 

Expected noise sources, performance and on-ground measurements 
before launch 

Ref [1] (see figure 4 below) provides a comprehensive summary of pre-flight knowledge of the 
LPF noise budget, estimated from a combination of ground experiments performed on torsion 
pendulum and various numerical simulations. The figure and table below are extracted from this 
paper and shows the predicted breakdown of the expected differential residual acceleration noise 
(Figure 1, Table 2) and of the OMS performance (Table 3). 

Reference:  
1. Antonucci, F. et al. From laboratory experiments to LISA Pathfinder: achieving LISA 
geodesic motion. Class. Quantum Grav. 28, 094002 (2011). 
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Figure 4 - Quantitative estimation of the main noise sources fro LISA Pathfinder (From Antonucci et al, 2011)
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Data processing and analysis organization / pipelines 
Science operations and data analysis involved several tens of researchers and engineers across 

many countries and institutions in Europe (France, Germany, Italy, UK, Spain, ESA, …) as well as 
scientists from US (essentially NASA Goddard & JPL). All the (official) Data Analysis (DA) 
activities used a common software environment and toolbox: Matlab and the LISA Technology 
Package Data Analysis toolbox (LTPDA), a module of which was specifically developed for LISA 
Pathfinder operations and data analysis (telemetry, data download and pre-processing, basic data 
management and processing functionalities, spectral analysis…). 

Several years prior the LPF operation started, experiments and pipelines, that would be 
eventually performed on the hardware in flight, were thought, designed and implemented within 
LTPDA framework. Leadership on the experiments and pipeline designs were usually taken by the 
science group/institution who had an official responsibility for the specific piece of hardware or 
module to be tested, although teams were encouraged to mix up and share their experience in a very 
collaborative manner. As an example, recurrent simulation exercises were organised and alternately 
hosted by institutions involved, where DA teams were testing softwares and pipelines on realistic 
set of data provided by ESA simulators. Those exercises not only provided returns on the 
performances of codes, but also trained and prepared scientists and students for collaborations LPF 
physics and data analysis problems. This long term effort contributed very significantly to our level 
of preparation on D-day, and to the recognised success of the DA and Science operations (LPF team 
was awarded with the ESA Team Achievement Award 2016). 

The science operations started after commissioning phase ended, on March 2016. Shifts were 
organised at the European Space Operation Center - ESOC (ESA center in Darmstadt, Germany), 
in a dedicated LISA Pathfinder science and DA operation room, where alternated on-duty teams of 
4-5 scientists organised as a senior scientist, a scribe and few data analysts. At least two teams were 
on site at a time, with one offline team consolidating analysis, results and putting together report of 
previous day of analysis, and an online team analysing the data and experiments of the day. As in 
the preparation phase, coordination effort was made such that specialists of a given LPF module/
technology were naturally given with the responsibility of analysing the respective experiment, 
especially at the early stage of operation, although everyone were rapidly encouraged to get 
involved in any experiment indifferently with work flows and processes getting smoother and well 
under control.  Regularly, 1-2 times a months the full schedule of experiments/analyses/team 
organisation was set according to objectives and adapted to prior results and events. This ‘short 
terms’, online research activities took place at ESOC for about 1.5 year. 

In parallel to this, longer term research activities were pursued by institutions a bit more 
independently, with however very recurrent calls and face-to-face meeting to report progress and 
activities, as well as to keep constantly up-to-date with real-time activities. At APC, regarding data 
analysis only, we essentially focused on system identification and dynamical aspects of LISA 
Pathfinder, micro-thruster characterisation and glitches analysis (see the 'Results & Technical 
achievements’ section for more details). 

At APC, at the FACe, the Concurrent Design Facility room provided very convenient facilities to 
work collaboratively and stay connected with the very numerous (> daily) teleconferences with 
ESA, NASA, and laboratories/institutions across Europe and US, organised to recap the online 
experiment analysis of the day, or discuss deeper on-going analysis and coordinate collaborations. 
The very demanding time schedule of space missions and operations required an efficient 
organisation on our end at APC, and this facility helped significantly making APC always updated 
and reactive over the course of the operations. The computing ressources available at FACe, the 
computing cluster, were also intensively used, on one hand to mirror ESA data servers and to have 
all the data we needed the most rapidly in hand, and secondly, to perform intensive bayesian 
inference and analysis, necessary to explore the large parameters space of a full dynamical model of 
LISA Pathfinder (in the context of system identification), or for glitch model fitting. 

Reference:  
1. LISA Technology Package Data Analysis toolbox, https://www.elisascience.org/ltpda/, 
accessed 08 June 2020.  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History, programmatics and organization 

The LISA Pathfinder mission development before 2005 
Well before the end of the previous century, the benefits of the detection of GW from space 

became apparent to the scientific community and both NASA and ESA pushed for projects to be 
studied. It became clear that such a mission was facing important technical challenges and that 
before it could be pushed forward a "technical demonstrator" had to be envisioned. At this time 
ESA had begun its "SMART" (Small Missions for Advanced Research in Technology) program 
aimed specifically at demonstrating challenging techniques in space.  

After some first projects were elaborated in 1998, ESA and NASA initially designed a 2 satellite 
mission to test techniques necessary for the LISA and Darwin missions in 2002, SMART 2. It 
rapidly evolved to focus only on LISA and was renamed LISAPathfinder with a launch date set for 
2006. Together with NASA, the LISAPathfinder  mission was conceived in order to demonstrate 
"free-fall" techniques, i.e., the capacity to allow a "test mass" (TM) to float in space only subject to 
gravitational forces, eliminating such parasitic forces produced by solar winds, magnetic fields, 
satellite self forces, etc … 

Most of the techniques to be demonstrated (2 heavy test masses, free-fall techniques, micro-
thrusters, high precision position measurements of the TMs,…) were largely undeveloped at the 
time and the technical hurdles were high. Parallel developments were made both by NASA and 
ESA. The NASA development of "spherical" test masses soon encountered great difficulties and 
NASA goals were largely redefined, focusing essentially on the development of (colloid) micro 
thrusters and the associated electronics to  control the "free-fall".  

LISAPathfinder thus evolved under an ESA leadership with main contributions coming from 
European countries: Germany (Principal Investigator, main architect and laser), Italy (co-Pi, Test 
Masses and caging), United Kingdom (Optical bench and TM discharge), Spain (Data diagnostics 
and management), Switzerland (Electronics),… 

The beginning of the French involvement in LISA and in the 
LISAPathfinder mission  

Prior to 2005, the French involvement in the area of LISAPathfinder was mainly through the 
ONERA, a laboratory specialising the "Drag Free" techniques,  and the ARTEMIS laboratory in 
Nice through their work on laser stabilisation. However, both of these institutions were busy with 
other projects (Microscope for ONERA and Virgo for ARTEMIS) and did not have the manpower 
to participate actively in LPF. 

The LPF project was however progressing under the umbrella of ESA and it soon was apparent 
to ESA and to CNES that it could only go ahead with a solid French participation. Richard 
Bonneville, scientific director at CNES at that time, organised a meeting in Paris with the main 
actors of the field in France. At this meeting Pierre Binétruy (APC) was present together with G. 
Auger and E. Plagnol. At the end of the meeting it was clear that only APC had the manpower to 
participate in LPF and LISA, with, however, limited experience in this field. 

CNES and IN2P3, through Michel Spiro, both supported this decision and APC decided to 
constitute a team to participate to the LISA/LISAPathfinder activities: P. Binetruy and G. Auger 
were mainly involved in LISA and E. Plagnol  was chosen to be the French representative at the 
LPF board. Rapidly, Pierre Prat, electronics engineer at APC was named "French Project Manager" 
for LISAPathfinder, H. Halloin, maître de conference at the Paris7 university took charge of the 
laboratory development of LPF/LISA activities at APC and A. Petiteau, a Ph.D student at the time, 
developed with G. Auger the first European simulator of LISA (LISACode). 

In order for France be fully participate in LPF, it was necessary to be involved in some technical 
aspect of the LPF mission. At that time, an instrument, the Laser Modulator (LM) was unassigned 
and the CNES, together with APC, decided to finance it and participate in its technical 
development. The aim of the LM was to split an incoming laser into two, frequency shifted, beams 
in order to perform the heterodyne interferometry necessary to measure the position of the two "test 
masses" of LPF. The LM was to be constructed by RUAG/Oerlikon in Switzerland and its 
development supervised by APC. 
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Besides its involvement in the technical development of LPF, APC understood that it had to 
participate fully in the preparation of the data analysis of the future mission. With the support of 
CNES, the APC promoted numerous activities in this area and organised, through the APC/FACe 
(François Arago Center) data center, meetings and workshops in order to develop the expertise and 
the pipelines that were planned to be used during the mission. 

The Difficult Development of the LISAPathfinder mission. 
The LPF satellite and the techniques used to demonstrate a high stability of "free-fall" at low 

frequencies (≈ mHz) were extremely innovative and many technical hurdles had to be cleared 
before the mission could be launched. Whereas the mission was initially planned to begin in 2006, 
it was finally launched in 2015! A number of technical issues were encountered on the way: the 
development of the micro-thrusters needed for the "drag-free" technique, the caging and release of 
the test masses, the discharge mechanism to ensure the correct electric potential of the electrodes 
surrounding the test masses as well as the fabrication of the electrodes themselves. All these 
difficult technical developments had also some severe financial impacts and the mission was, in 
some occasions, at risk of being canceled. 

However the side benefits of these long delays and technical challenges was that, when LPF was 
finally ready for launch, the level of technical knowledge and expertise accumulated was 
impressive and the scientific teams associated to the mission were fully prepared to understand this 
complex instrument and to analyse its data. 

Overview of the LISAPathfinder operations in orbit 
After a successful launch in December 2015, and upon reaching the L1 Lagrange point around 

which it was positioned, LPF was commissioned by both the scientific teams and the LPF industrial 
partners in January 2016 and delivered for its scientific activities in February 2016. 

The mission was a success right from the beginning and rapidly surpassed its technical goals. All 
the components worked up to their specification and most of the time well beyond. The unique 
conditions that can be found in space allowed to reach performances almost unimaginable during 
ground testing. The stability of the TMs was essentially limited by the residual gas between them 
and the surrounding caging: this improved over time as expected and the final performances were 
even superior to what is needed for the LISA mission. The electronics was also remarkably stable 
and allowed to fine tune the forces applied to the TMs. The optical interferometric measurements of 
the TM position reached a precision of 30 femtometer/√Hz to be compared to the 10 picometer/√Hz 
that were expected. The cold gas micro-thrusters also functioned up to their specifications with, 
however the presence of some unexpected electronic lines. 

The mission lasted 6 + 12 months and the impressive results obtained allowed to push strongly 
for the acceptation of the LISA mission. 

At APC, the main activities during the LPF operations were related to the scientific exploitation 
of the mission (already discussed below). In addition, a constant daily hardware monitoring was 
necessary the control the LMU. 

As most of its components worked remarkably well, the main "lessons learned" from the mission 
were more on the organisation side: 

• The importance of integrating closely the work of the scientific teams with the industrial 
partners and ESA/NASA, both during the development phase as well as during the 
commissioning. 
• The colocation of the scientific teams with the mission control teams was also essential. 
• Making sure there is ample time, before launch, to check and optimise the data analysis 

software and its interface with a precise Mission/Satellite simulator. 

On the instrumental side, it is useful to stress that: 
• A sophisticated thermal model of the satellite is necessary as it was demonstrated that at 

extreme low frequencies (0.01 mHz), thermal effects were dominant. 
• The micro thrusters worked well enough but further studies are necessary to understand the 

electronic lines that were observed. This also underlines the fact that these gas micro thrusters 
were not developed as a "stand alone" project but rather as semi-industrial components which 
they were not.  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Ressources 
During the development and the operations of the LPF project at APC, financial and human 

resources were necessary to support: 
• the core team of permanent with non-permanent contracts: CDD, PhD and post-doc; 
• the travel expenses necessary for collaboration within this international project, in particular:  

• scientific meetings of the project; 
• instrument development, integration and validation meeting;  
• development for data analysis: design of in-flight experiments, LTPDA, ; 
• preparation of the operations at ESAC-Madrid and ESOC-Darmstadt;  
• on-duty operations at ESOC (about 100 days over 4 persons). 

• the infrastructure at FACe (François Arago Center) in preparation of the operations and during 
the operations, 
• the hardware development of a test-bench to validate the procedure used to qualify the LMU 

(Laser Modulation Unit), 
• the license for the software (MatLab) 
• various small equipment material (computers, disks, etc) 

The project was supported essentially through four sources of funding: 
• CNES through project agreements : 

• 220 k€ covering the development of a dedicated test bench at the APC for validating the 
test procedures of the Laser Modulator Unit 

• In addition, one short term contract (3 years) was funded by CNES on electronics 
engineering 

• 326k€ covering missions (mostly during LPF operations) and technical assistance (short 
term contracts) ;  

• an additional 140 k€ reserved for the extensions has also been used. Regarding 
the mission most part of the budget has been used during the operations.  

• LabEx UnivEarthS funded a PhD student, followed by a 1-year post-doctoral contract 
(equivalent to ~134 k€ over 4 years) 
• CNRS for the FACe infrastructure and salaries of permanents positions (researcher : G. Auger, 

E. Plagnol and engineers : P. Prat, O. Jeannin, J. Martino and C. Cavet) 
• University Paris-Diderot via the salaries of permanents positions (associate professors : A. 

Petiteau, H. Halloin and engineers : S. Dong) 

At APC, one PhD was fully funded by the LabEx UnivEarthS, and worked ~50% of his time 
specifically on LISA Pathfinder:  

• -H. Inchauspé (2012 - 2015): “From LISA Pathfinder to eLISA mission: Building a simulator 
of the system dynamics of eLISA”  
  
Except for H. Inchauspé supported by the LabEx UnivEarthS, the technical assistance to the 

project was ensured by short term contracts funded by the CNES: 
• E. de Vismes (Sept 2006 - Aug 2009) : Electronics and instrumentation engineering support for 

the development of a LMU validation test bench 
• B. Rais (Oct 2010 - Sep 2011) : Analysis of LPF State Space Model 
• L. Ferraioli (Oct 2013 - Sep 2014) : development in preparation of the operations (Space State 

Model, data analysis) 
• G. Mainetti (Apr 2015- Mar 2016) : design for Data Processing Center of LPF and eLISA  
• J. Martino (Apr 2015 - Nov 2017) : LPF operations and exploitation (started as CDD and has 

been recruited as permanent) 
• H. Inchauspé (Dec 2015 - Mar 2016) : LPF operations and exploitation 
• M. Lilley (Jan 2018 - Jun 2019)  transfer of  LPF results to  LISA design study via simulation: 
• A. Laupin-Vinattier (Apr 2019 - Mar 2020) : LPF data base with visualisation ensuring 

compatibility with LISA format  

The table below summarises the estimated FTE at APC over the duration of the project: 
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The typical expertise required for engineering activities on LPF were: 
• System engineering 
• Data scientists 
• Optical systems engineering 
• Analog & digital Electronics 

Permanent Non-permanent TotalYear Researcher Engineer Researcher Engineer
2006 1,0 2,0 0,5 3,5
2007 1,0 1,2 0,2 2,4
2008 0,8 0,5 1,3
2009 0,8 0,5 1,3
2010 0,8 0,5 1,3
2011 0,8 0,4 1,2
2012 1,6 0,3 0,9 0,9 3,7
2013 1,2 0,3 0,9 0,9 3,3
2014 1,2 0,3 0,9 0,9 3,3
2015 1,4 0,3 1 0,9 3,6
2016 1,4 1 0,3 0,9 3,6
2017 1 0,3 0,2 1,5
2018 0,8 0,2 0,5 1,5
2019 0,8 0,1 0,8 1,7
2020 0,2 0,2
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Results & Technical achievements 

Overview of the LISAPathfinder results 
The main achievement of LPF mission is the very low noise level in the differential acceleration 

measured with the two TMs. The first results after 45 days of operations are  published in Sub-
Femto-g Free Fall for Space-Based Gravitational Wave Observatories: LISA Pathfinder Results 
(PRL.116.231101) and the final results in Beyond the Required LISA Free- Fall Performance: New 
LISA Pathfinder Results down to 20µHz (PRL.120.061101). The measured differential acceleration 
is shown on the figure below and correspond to (1.74 +/- 0.01) fm.s-2 / Hz-1/2 above 2 mHz and (6 
+/- 1) fm.s-2 / Hz-1/2 at 0.02 mHz. 

The main noise sources were identified as : 
• between 1mHz and 20mHz: brownian noise due to residual gas around the TMs 
• below 1mHz: 50% of the noise level is attributed to the actuation force to keep the distance 

between the two TMs constant (noise intrinsic to LPF and not present in LISA)  

In-depth investigations have identified a large number of noise sources mostly through dedicated 
experiments and investigations. There are detailed in a number of publications: 

• Charge-Induced Force Noise on Free-Falling Test Masses: Results from LISA Pathfinder 
(PRL.118.171101)  
• Capacitive sensing of test mass motion with nanometer precision over millimeter-wide sensing 

gaps for space-borne gravitational reference sensors (PRD.96.062004)  
• Precision Charge Control for Isolated Free-Falling Test Masses:  

LISA Pathfinder Result (PRD.98.062001) 
• Measuring the Galactic Cosmic Ray Flux with the LISA Pathfinder Radiation Monitor 

(AstroPartPhys.98p28) ; Characteristics and Energy Dependence of Recurrent Galactic Cosmic-
Ray Flux Depressions and of a Forbush Decrease with LISA Pathfinder (ApJ.854.2)   
• Calibrating the system dynamics of LISA Pathfinder (PRD.97.122002) 
• Experimental results from the ST7 mission on LISA Pathfinder (arxiv.1809.08969) 
• LISA Pathfinder micronewton cold gas thrusters (PRD.99.122003)  
• LISA Pathfinder platform stability and drag-free performance (PRD.99.082001) 
• LISA Pathfinder Performance Confirmed in an Open-Loop Configuration: Results from the 

Free-Fall Actuation Mode (PRL.123.111101)  
• Temperature stability in the sub-milliHertz band with LISA Pathfinder (MNRAS.486.3)  
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at 20 μHz, and discusses the

physical sources for the measured noise. This performance provides an experimental benchmark
demonstrating the ability to realize the low-frequency science potential of the LISA mission, recently
selected by the European Space Agency.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.120.061101

Introduction.—LISA Pathfinder (LPF) [1] is a European
Space Agency (ESA) mission dedicated to the experimental
demonstration of the free fall of test masses (TMs) as
required by LISA [2], the space-based gravitational-wave
(GW) observatory just approved by ESA. Such TMs are the
reference bodies at the ends of each LISA interferometer
arm and need to be free from spurious acceleration, g,
relative to their local inertial frame; any stray acceleration
competes directly with the tidal deformations caused by
GWs. LPF has two LISA TMs at the ends of a short
interferometer arm, insensitive to GWs because of the
reduced length but sensitive to the differential acceleration,
Δg, of the TMs arising from parasitic forces.
LPF was launched on December 3, 2015 and was in

science operation from March 1, 2016. Operations ended
on June 30, 2017, and the satellite was finally passivated on
July 18, 2017. On June 7, 2016, we published [3] the first
results on the free fall performance of the LPF test masses.
These results showed that the amplitude spectral density
(ASD) ofΔgwas found to be (see Fig. 1 of Ref. [3]) limited
by Brownian noise at S1=2Δg ¼ ð5.2 " 0.1Þ fm s−2=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
, for

frequencies 1 mHz ≲ f ≲ 30 mHz; rising above the
Brownian noise floor for frequencies f ≲ 1 mHz,

increasing to ≲12 fm s−2=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
at f ¼ 0.1 mHz; and lim-

ited, for f ≳ 30 mHz, by the interferometer readout noise
of S1=2x ¼ ð34.8 " 0.3Þ fm=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
, which translates into an

effective Δg ASD of S1=2x ð2πfÞ2.
The previously published data referred to the longest

uninterrupted stretch of data, of about one week duration,
we had measured up to the time of publication. Since that
time, several improvements have allowed a significantly
better performance, presented in Fig. 1. First, the residual
gas pressure has decreased by roughly a factor of 10 since
the beginning of operations, as the gravitational reference
sensor (GRS) surrounding the TM has been continuously
vented to space [3] with a slowly decreasing outgassing
rate. Second, a more accurate calculation of the electrostatic
actuation force has eliminated a systematic source of low-
frequency force noise. Third, another inertial force from the
LPF spacecraft rotation has been identified and corrected in
theΔg time series. This last effect will be highly suppressed
in LISA by the improved rotational spacecraft control.
Finally, we have removed, by empirical fitting, a number of
well-identified, sporadic (less than one per day) quasi-
impulse force events or “glitches” from the data, allowing
uninterrupted data series of up to ∼18 days duration. This

FIG. 1. ASD of parasitic differential acceleration of LPF test masses as a function of the frequency. Data refer to an ∼13 day long run
taken at a temperature of 11 °C. The red, noisy line is the ASD estimated with the standard periodogram technique averaging over 10,
50% overlapping periodograms each 2 × 105 s long. The data points with error bars are uncorrelated, averaged estimates calculated as
explained in the text. For comparison, the blue noisy line is the ASD published in Ref. [3]. Data are compared with LPF requirements [1]
and with LISA requirements taken from Ref. [2]. Fulfilling requirements implies that the noise must be below the corresponding shaded
area at all frequencies. LISA requirements below 0.1 mHz must be considered just as goals [2].
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Figure 5 - Achieved residual differential acceleration residual noise onboard LISA Pathfinder 
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• Spacecraft and interplanetary contributions to the magnetic environment on-board LISA 
Pathfinder (MNRAS494.2)  
Some other aspects of LPF studies are still in progress:  
• Glitch characterisations 
• Performances of the interferometric system 
• Impact of laser radiation pressure 
• Measure of laser relative intensity noise 
• Measure of photodiode performances 

Beyond noise characterisations, LPF data have also been used to address two science questions: 
• Novel methods to measure the gravitational constant in space (PRD.100.062003).  
• Micrometeoroid Events in LISA Pathfinder (ApJ.883.1.53) 

All these results are extremely useful inputs for LISA, both at the design level and noise budget 
estimation. The drag free stability is a key ingredient for LISA. Due to the high degree of stability 
obtained with LISA Pathfinder, the same gravitational reference system will be implemented on 
LISA and its characterisation with LPF are therefore used to evaluate the stability of the LISA 
instrument and to optimise its performance.	

Results and technical achievements by the French team 

Laser Modulator Unit development and in-flight monitoring 

Prior to the launch of LISA Pathfinder, during the development of the payload, the APC has been 
involved in the supervision of the industrial development concerning the Laser Modulator (LM). 
This unit is required to provide two laser beams (frequency shifted by 1 kHz one from the other) to 
the optical bench. The figure 6 below show photographs of the two parts of the modulator : The 
Laser Modulator Unit (left) producing the two beams and its control system (the Laser Modulator 
Electronics, right). 

The role of APC was to reproduce and validate, using an optical experimental setup, the critical 
characterisation of the optical modulator unit. 

The LMU was based on acousto-optic modulators, and, thanks to CNES funding, an optical test 
bench, using equivalent modulators, was developed at the APC in 2006. It allowed to determine that 
the optical cross-talks, the modulation bandwidth, the polarisation purity, the beam intensity and 
phase stabilities were confidently within the requirements. 

As National Project Manager for the French contribution to LISA Pathfinder, P. Prat (electronics 
engineer at the APC) participated to the various progress meetings and reviews of the Laser 
Modulator and reported on the development status to CNES and ESA. 
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Figure 6 - The laser modulator onboard LISA Pathfinder. The Laser Modulator Unit (left) and its control 
electronics (right).
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This instrumental development for LISA Pathfinder was essential for the APC to set-up the 
needed facilities and acquire the experience and know-how in LISA-related techniques. The 
technical contributions to LISA were built from that experience. 

During the in-orbit operational phase of LISA Pathfinder (starting early 2016), the behaviour of 
the LM was monitored and checked against any anomalies. 

Daily monitoring of the LM, was performed in a semi-automatic way. Monthly  reports were 
send to ESA in charge of centralising the monitoring of the instrument and more generally the 
mission. Alert system has been put in place to detect any not standard behaviour of the component. 
All alerts were understood and no critical event happened. However it was not always easy to 
access all the required informations on the final specification of the component (integrated by 
Airbus DS) and the detailed ongoing activities on the spacecraft. The “lesson learned” is also that 
thanks to this hardware contribution and its monitoring, the French team were able to access 
detailed informations on the instrument enabling a more deep understanding of the complex and 
integrated LPF instrument. 

Thrusters 
The microNewtons thrusters are used to balance non gravitational external perturbations by 

maintaining a fixed distance between the Spacecraft and the Test Mass. The main perturbations are 
typically the solar wind or micro-meteorites and a constant thrust have to be applied during all the 
science operations. Imperfections in a way the cold N2 is released through piezoelectric valves will 
induce a noisy thrust that will create a residual motion of the Spacecraft around the Test Mass. This 
residual motion of the spacecraft enters in the main measurement through  various mechanisms 
(stiffness and tilt to length)s. A pipeline was  developed  at APC to characterise the noise and 
performances of the thrusters.  

A white noise of 0.17 µN/√Hz down to 0.02mHz was measured. On ground the characterisation 
was limited to a few mHz due to seismic vibration. So the space environment and the LPF 
metrology system allow us to push this measurement by an order of magnitude in frequency and 
establish a new baseline for this cold gas thrusters technology. 

Electronic lines were identified in the frequency spectrum and were attributed to an internal 
clock not synchronised with the other on-board clocks.  

The noise amplitude is 70% higher than the requirements. It was shown that this noise is 
common to each thrusters and probably originates in the feeding system that was not included in the 
thrusters tests campaigns prior to launch. 

Since LISA will be even more sensitive to the thrusters noise these characterisations and 
conclusions have directly been incorporated as guideline for LISA’s hardware development.  

Reference : 
• LISA Pathfinder Collaboration et al. LISA Pathfinder micronewton cold gas thrusters: In-flight 

characterization. Phys. Rev. D 99, 122003 (2019). 

Drag-free control 
APC had the charge of analysing the closed-loop (DFACS) performance of LISA Pathfinder, and 

more generally, the platform stability in the broader context of space metrology and geodesy. To 
that end, we have developed a pipeline that made use of a full model of the closed-loop dynamical 
system developed by LPF collaboration (notably to the initial aim of designing experiments and 
investigations), in order to extrapolate from closed-loop observations the determination of 
dynamical states (or « true displacement », that is, measured displacement taking into account 
noise-driven feedback commands). This strategy allowed us to reveal otherwise unobserved 
quantities, such as « absolute » accelerations (i.e. w.r.t. local inertial frames) of the S/C, both linear 
and angular, hence assessing the platform stability and « level of inertiality » of LPF, a result arising 
important interest in the geodesy and metrology communities. 

Reference : 
• LISA Pathfinder Collaboration et al. LISA Pathfinder platform stability and drag-free 

performance. Phys. Rev. D 99, 082001 (2019). 
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Glitches 
Even-though LISA Pathfinder’s requirement was set to 1mHz, there was a great interest of the 

science community to push the performance of LPF down to a lower frequency where most of the 
heavy sources specific to LISA sit. To reach the very low frequencies with a good statistic, 
continuous data was mandatory. Unfortunately transients or glitches occurred regularly. 

APC developed an automated data analysis pipeline that flags all the glitches and subtract a 
phenomenological model in order to recover a cleaned data series. The accessibility of the FACe 
computational ressources and the local manpower to support the operation team was a key to 
conduct successfully and rapidly this study. 

With this tool we could characterised LPF down to very low frequencies ~ 20µHz, estimate a 
glitch rate and build a catalog. These information are now feeding the current data analysis studies 
for LISA. 

Databases 
There were several databases in LPF:  
- the working database hosted at ESA with mirror at FACe, and few others institutes  
- the legacy archive hosted at ESA: lpf.esac.esa.int/lpfsa/#csearch 
- the longterm database for the LISA community, https://apclisapf.in2p3.fr/, developed at APC 

with visualisation tool and export in a format compatible with the current data format. 

Others activities 
The responsibility of the APC group was clearly identified for some topics but the contribution 

of APC members was not limited to these topics and covered all the aspect of the instrument. An 
non-exhaustive list of contributions is: 

• Understanding cross-talks experiments performed in the context of a hardware calibration of 
tilt-to-length coupling occurring above 50 mHz and well visible in the residual noise spectrum. 
Interpretation of such experiments challenged the LPF DA team, and still left some elements to 
clarify, although the impact of LPF sensitivity was largely mitigated to a negligible level. 
• Calibrating the system dynamics by measuring key parameters of the system using different 

data analysis algorithms [PRD.97.122002] 
• Analysis on the gaussianity of the noise, 
• Study of the thermal response of LPF at very low frequencies ( ≈ 10-5 Hz) and associated 

correlation with the differential acceleration; 
• Modelling and subtraction of the Spacecraft jitter coupling to the main measurement; 
• Contribution to the DRS experiment. 

The direct participation of the APC team to almost all aspect of the LPF mission was extremely 
valuable, not only for the mission but for the team itself. The team gained expertise in many aspects 
of space mission design and operations and a deep understanding of a LISA-type instrument. 
Thanks to this contribution, the APC team is now integrated in the core team developing the LISA 
instrument.  
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Return of Experience 
We list here the main ‘Return of Experience’ issued from LISA Pathfinder, either at mission 

level, or at the APC/IN2P3 level. 

Mission level 
The main outcome is obviously the ability to build a LISA type instrument. The drag-free 

operations and ultra-stable metrology have been demonstrated at a residual noise level compatible 
with the LISA requirements. LPF allowed for a young community to gain a large expertise in all 
field required for such a mission.  

ESA conducted a “lesson learned” exercice after the end of the LPF mission. Here is non-
exhaustive list of the point identified: 

• Ground Segment Ops  
• Industry simulator: It's not enough for industry to work in isolation. For LISA, the 

design and development of the simulation platform (and hence DFACS) should be more 
open to the end users.  
• Documentation storage: a dedicated documentation management system should be used  
• Need for simulations: For LISA, in the same way it was done for LPF, we should plan 

for the use simulations in order to make the operations teams familiar with planning, data 
delivery and data analysis in a realistic environment.  

• Space Segment Ops: 
• Flexibility in telemetry and telemetry rate: More flexibility, particularly during 

instrument/constellation commissioning, should be built into the LISA ground segment. In 
particular high data rate telemetry is a must.  
• Limit time spent in LEO radiation belts: Due consideration of the detrimental effect of 

spending significant time in the LEO/MEO environment should be made. The star tracker 
performance is key to spacecraft stability and damaging effects during transfer should be 
limited. 

• Science Ops: 
• Missing tool to check agenda: An easy to use tool summarising past and planned 

operations is necessary.  
• Data Processing: 

• LTPDA and other analysis tools were useful, but also provided challenges: A single, 
simple to use, basic data processing and visualisation tool that is accessible to all parties 
would be extremely useful. Technology demonstration missions need significant resources 
for data analysis, focused on near-term products that can influence later experiment 
designs.  

• Hardware: 
• Missing On-Board clock synchronisation 
• TM release should be reliable and automated 
• Improve robustness to micro meteorite impact  
• Missing temperature stabilisation in the Reference Laser Unit  
• DFACS and CMS configurability was overall a very powerful tool  
• Charge Management Software Support for both TMs simultaneously 
• On board Software updates should be possible without mission interruption 
• System testing: All system tests of flight hardware performed on ground, should be done 

in the flight configuration. Test as you fly, fly as you test. 
• Integration procedures: some subsystem integration operations should include presence 

of subsystem representatives 
• System level requirement specifications: Make sure all parties are properly engaged in 

early system requirement specification evaluations, especially where the overall 
performance relies on several sub-systems (hardware and flight software) working together. 
• Thruster configuration on the spacecraft: Thruster configurations on the spacecraft 

should be robust to one or more thruster failures in terms of full spacecraft attitude control.  
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REX at APC/IN2P3 level 
A number of element have already been mentioned before. Here is a short summary of the main 

lessons, learned on LPF and directly applicable to LISA: 
• Given the extreme level of precision required and the complexity of the instrument, a global 

understanding of the instrument and the mission is necessary to really understand to mission.  
• Having an hardware contribution is crucial to be part of the core team developing the 

instrument and, hence, an access to the relevant information 
• Day-to-day work during instrument design and, more importantly, during the operations 

requires modern and agile collaborative tools (such as concurrent design facilities, operation 
rooms, etc). It is also important to be able to gather for a few days, when needed, different experts 
on the same site, with an easy access to these collaborative tools. For LISA Pathfinder, this  
facilities were provided by the François Arago Center (FACe) 
• Well ahead of launch, an active participation to the Operation and Data Analysis preparation 

effort and exercises (including hosting such events) is important to build the best collaboration 
conditions and an high team coordination and technical readiness. 
• Linked to the first bullet, keeping a major role in the LISA Consortium requires a broad set of 

technical competences (system engineering, instrument design, data analysis, simulations, etc) 
and a continuous support in human ressources to achieve this objective. 

Another REX from LISA Pathfinder (but not specific to it) concerns the ‘instability’ of human 
ressources and consequently the loss of competences throughout the project. 

Actually, LISA Pathfinder was a complex mission and any new member of the team needs some 
learning time after joining the project for being efficient. We had to work with a succession of short 
term contracts (for different reasons such as the contract duration in itself, the ‘Sauvadet’ limit, 
unattractiveness of the position due to the salary level w.r.t life cost in Paris, etc). This situation 
induces a significant loss in efficiency directly linked to the loss of expertise and the necessary 
learning curve.  

Wether it is more (retirement) or less (lay-off) foreseeable, even experienced engineers and 
researchers on permanent positions have left the LPF without being replaced, causing a sudden 
workforce drop, in addition to the loss of information and expertise.  

This HR instability and consequently lack of long-term consolidated workforce makes it difficult 
to commit for long-term developments, such as the ones required for space missions like LPF and 
LISA. The visibility on a quantitative long term support from research institutes is needed to have a 
significant impact on the mission development and in-flight analysis. 

On space mission, while the CNES is supporting hardware development and a few short-term 
contracts for technical assistance, the role of the IN2P3 should be to ‘stabilise’ human ressources 
and required competencies and therefore ensure a long term support to the project. 
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Conclusion 
LISA Pathfinder, designed for testing key technologies of the LISA mission, was launched in 

2015, after about 15 years of development. France, through the contribution of the APC, joined with 
the project in 2005.  

Designing and constructing the satellite moved to be a long and difficult challenge. However, 
this extended development time allowed the scientific community to have an in-depth 
understanding of the instrument, implement sophisticated analysis methods and get properly 
prepared for the mission operations and exploitation. 

The results of LPF far exceeded the expectations, with a residual acceleration noise more than 
10 times below the LPF goals and therefore directly compatible with LISA requirements. The full 
success of LISA Pathfinder gave high confidence in the feasibility of LISA and strongly promoted 
the selection of the latter as the third large mission of ESA, with a foreseen launch in 2034. 

The participation of the APC team to LPF development an in-orbit operations allowed a full 
integration of the French research groups into the core team of LISA. The expertise of the LISA 
France community in space engineering has been built upon this fruitful participation to LISA 
Pathfinder. The number of French teams involved in the development of LISA has considerably 
grown over the last years, spreading over many research institutes and with the continuous support 
of the CNES. Thanks to the early participation of the APC to LISA Pathfinder, IN2P3 now plays a 
leading role in the French LISA community for the development and exploitation of LISA.  

Whereas CNES is supporting the French contribution through its technical expertise in space 
engineering and direct funding to the labs for equipment and technical assistance (with short term 
contracts), the IN2P3 can play a key role by stabilising and consolidating the scientific and 
technical expertise acquired on LISA Pathfinder and required for the development of LISA.
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